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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we introduce and study a new class of variational inequalities, known as 
generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequalities. This class is the most general and unifying one. 
Using essentially the projection technique, we establish the equivalence b tween this class and the 
implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. This equivalence is used to suggest a number of iterative algorithms 
for solving the generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequalities. The convergence analysis of 
these algorithms i also studied. The results proved in this paper epresent a significant improvement 
and refinement ofthe previously known results in this area. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The history of the calculus of variations can be traced back to Fermat, Newton, Leibniz, Bernoulli, 
Euler and Lagrange. The variational principles have played a significant and important role in the 
development of the general theory of relativity, gauge field theory in modern particle physics, and 
soliton theory. Variational inequality theory, which was introduced by Stampacchia, constituted 
an important extension of the variational principles and led to new and innovative applications 
in various fields of regional, physical, pure and applied sciences; see for example, [1-48] and the 
references therein. This theory can be considered a natural development of the 19 th and 20 th 
problems of Hilbert, which he formulated in his famous Paris lecture in 1900. During the last 
three decades, many researchers have shown that this theory provides the most natural, direct, 
simple, unified and efficient framework of a general treatment of the equilibrium, contact, moving, 
free, obstacle and unilateral type problems. In recent years, this theory has been generalized and 
extended in many directions using novel and innovative techniques. An important and useful 
generalization is the quasi-variational inequality introduced and studied by Bensoussan and Li- 
ons [2]. Another generalization is called the strongly nonlinear variational inequality introduced 
by Noor [25,26] in the study of the obstacle lliptic boundary value problems. For the applica- 
tions, numerical methods, extensions and generalizations, see [4,9,16,27-39,48] and the references 
therein. 
Inspired and motivated by the recent research work going on in this field, we introduce 
and study a new class of variational inequalities, known as the generalized multivalued quasi- 
variational inequality. This class is the most general and includes many variational inequalities 
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and complementarity problems as special cases. Using the projection methods, we establish the 
equivalence between the fixed point problems, the Wiener-Hopf equations and the generalized 
multivalued quasi-variational inequalities. This equivalence among these problems are used to 
suggest and analyze a number of iterative algorithms for solving the generalized multivalued 
quasi-variational inequalities and related complementarity problems. The convergence analysis 
is also discussed. As special cases, these new results include the corresponding results of Chang 
and Huang [4], Ding [9], Jou and Yao [16], Zheng [48] and Noor [27-37]. The results proved in 
this paper represent an improvement and significant refinement of the previously known results 
in this field. 
2. FORMULATION AND BASIC RESULTS 
Let H be a real Hilbert space, whose norm and inner product are denoted by ]I.I] and (., .), 
respectively. Let C(H) be a family of all nonempty compact subsets of H. Let T, V : H --~ C(H) 
be the multivalued operators and g, A : H --* H be single valued operators. Given a point-to-set 
mapping K : u --* K(u), which associates a closed convex set K(u) with any element u of H, we 
consider the problem of finding u, w, y E H such that w E T(u), y E V(u), g(u) E K(u) and 
(w + Ay, v - g(u)) >_ O, for all v E K(u). (2.1) 
The problem (2.1) is called the generalized multivalued strongly nonlinear quasi-variational in- 
equality problem, which has potential applications in mechanics, physics, differential equations, 
pure and applied sciences. 
Special Cases 
CASE I. If K(u) - K,  that is, the convex set K is independent of the solution u, then the 
problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u,w,y  E H such that w e T(u), y E Y(u), g(u) E K(u) 
and 
(w + Ay, v - g(u)) >_ O, for all v E K, (2.2) 
which is known as the generalized multivalued strongly nonlinear variational inequality, intro- 
duced and studied by Noor [34,35]. 
CASE II. If g -- I, the identity operator, then the problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u, w, y E 
K(u), such that w E T(u), y E V(u) and 
(w + Ay, v - u) >_ O, for all v E K(u). (2.3) 
The problem (2.3) is due to Noor [35], where the projection method was used to suggest iterative 
algorithms for solving the multivalued strongly nonlinear quasi-variational inequalities (2.3). 
CASE III. If the operators T, A, g : H ~ H are single valued operators and V -- I, the identity 
operator, then the problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u E H such that g(u) E K(u) and 
(Tu + A(u), v -  g(u)) >_ O, for all v E K(u), (2.4) 
which is known as the general strongly nonlinear quasi-variational inequality introduced and 
studied by Noor [33] and Jou and Yao [16] independently. 
CASE IV. For the single valued operators T, A : H ~ H, g _ I, V - I, and K(u) - K, then 
the problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u e K such that 
(Tu + A(u), v - u) >_ O, for all v E K, (2.5) 
which is called the strongly nonlinear variational inequality. The problem (2.5) is mainly and 
originally due to Noor [25,26]. Noor [26] has shown that a wide class of obstacle, unilateral, and 
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constrained boundary value problems arising in pure and applied sciences can be studied in the 
general framework of the strongly nonlinear variational inequalities (2.5). The problem (2.5) has 
been generalized and extended in several directions using different echniques. For the numerical 
methods, sensitivity analysis, finite element analysis, applications and formulations, see [27-38] 
and the references therein. 
CASE V. If K* = {u • H : (u, v) _> 0, for all v • K} is a polar cone of the convex cone K in H, 
then the problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding u • H, w E T(u) and y • V(u) such that 
g(u)•g(u) ,  w+Ay•g*(u)  and (w+Ay,  g(u))=O. (2.6) 
The problem (2.6) is called the generalized multivalued strongly nonlinear quasi-complementarity 
problem and appears to be a new one. 
CASE VI. If A -= 0, g = I, the identity operator K(u) =_ K, and T : H --* H is a single valued 
operator, then the problem (2.1) collapses to finding u • K such that 
(Tu, v - u) >_, for all v • K, (2.7) 
which is known as the classical variational inequality problem, and is originally due to Stam- 
pacchia [47]. For recent applications, generalizations and numerical techniques, see, for ex- 
ample, [1-48]. 
For appropriate and suitable choices of the operators T, A, g and the convex set K, one can 
obtain various classes of variational inequalities and complementarity problems as special cases 
from the problem (2.1). This clearly shows that the generalized multivalued strongly nonlinear 
quasi-variational inequality (2.1) is the most general and unifying one. 
We also note that in many important applications [23], the convex set K(u) has the form 
K(u) = m(u) Jr K, (2.8) 
where m is a point-to-point mapping from H into itself and K is a closed convex set in H. In 
this case, it is known that 
= PK+m( )v = + - 
where PK is the projection operator on K. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
ff and only ff 
Given z E H, u E K satisfy the inequality 
(u -  z, v -  u) >_ 0, for all v E K, 
(2.9) 
U -~ PK  z,  
where PK is the projection of H into K. Furthermore PK is nonexpansive, that is, 
l IPKu - PKvl l  < ILu - vH , fo r  a l l  u,v  e H.  
DEFINITION 2.1. For ali ul, u2 E H, the multivalued operator T : H --* C(H) is said to be 
strongly monotone if there ex/sts a constant a > 0 such that 
(wx - w2, ul - u2) >_ a []Ux - u2[I 2 , for all wl E T(ul)  and w2 E T(u2). 
Note that for the single valued operator T : H ~ H, Definition 2.1 reduces to the usual 
definition of strong monotonicity of a nonlinear operator. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The set valued operator V : H --* C(H) is said to be M-Lipschitz continuous, 
if there exists a constant ~ > 0 such that 
g (V(u), V(v)) <_ ~ [[u - vii, for all u, v E H, 
where C(H) is the family of aJ1 nonempty compact subsets of H and M(., .) is the Hausdorff 
metric on C(H). 
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3. EXISTENCE THEORY 
In this section, we use the projection technique to show that the multivalued quasi-variational 
inequality (2.1) is equivalent to the implicit fixed point problem. For this purpose, we need the 
following result, which is a generalization of a result of Noor [32]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K (u ) be a closed nonempty convex set in H. Then ( u, w, y) is a solution of(2.1) 
if and only if (u, w, y) satisfies the relation 
g(u) = PK(u) [g(u) -- p(w + Ay)] , 
where p > 0 is a constant and PK(u) is the projection of H into K(u). 
Lemma 3.1 implies that the multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) is equivalent to a 
fixed point problem. This alternate formulation is very important from both theoretical and 
numerical points of view. This formulation enables us to study the existence of the solution of 
the multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) and to suggest an iterative algorithm for solving 
various classes of quasi-variational inequalities and quasi-complementarity problems. 
In order to prove the existence of a solution of the multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) 
and the convergence analysis of iterative algorithms, we need the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 3.1. For all u, v, z E H, the operator PK(u) satisfies the condition 
[[PK(u)z - PK(v)z[[ <_ ~/ [[u -v[[, (3.1) 
where 7 > 0 is a constant. 
REMARK 3.1. We remark that Assumption 3.1 is true for the special case, K(u) = m(u) + K,  
defined by (2.8). Let the point-to-point m be a Lipschitz continuous with constant # > 0. Then 
from (2.8) and (2.9), for all u, v, z E H we have 
[[PK(~)z -- PK(v)zI[ = l ira(u) -- re(v) + PK [z -- m(u) ]  -- PK [z -- m(v)][I  
_< l ira(u) - m(v) l l  + I IPK [z - m(u) ]  - PK  [z - m(v)] l l  
< 2 IIm(u) - m(v) l l  _< 2 ,  Ilu - v i i ,  
which implies that Assumption 3.1 holds for "y : 2# > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K(u) be a closed convex set in H. Let the multivalued operator T : H -~ 
C(H) be strongly monotone with constant a > 0 and M-Lipschitz continuous with constant 
> O. Let the operator g : H --* H be strongly monotone with constant a > 0 and Lipschitz 
continuous with constant 5 > O. Assume that the operator A : H --* H is Lipschitz continuous 
with constant ~l > 0 and V is M-Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > 0. I f  Assumption 3.1 
holds and 
p _ .  -~  =k)ve  v/[~ - (1 - k)ve] 2 - (~  - v~e~)(2k - k2) 
~2 __ ~}2~2 <: ~2 _ ~2~2 , (3.2)  
c~ > (1 - k )~/+ X/(/3 2 - ~2~2)(2k - k2), (3.3) 
gr}~ < 1 - k, (3.4) 
(3.5) 
then there exists a solution u, w, y E H such that w E T(u), y E V(u), g(u) E K(u)  satisTying 
the generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1). 
PROOF. From Lemma 3.1, we know that the quasi-variational inequality (2.1) is equivalent to 
the fixed point problem 
F(u) = u - g(u) + PK(u) [g(u) - p (w + Ay)] . (3.6) 
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In order to prove the existence of a solution of (2.1), it is sufficient o show that the problem (3.6) 
has a fixed point. Thus for all Ul, u2 E H, ul ¢ u2, we have 
IlF(ul) - F(u2)ll = [[Ul - u2 - (g(u~) - g(u2)) + PKO,,) [g(ul) -- p(Wl '[- Ayl)] 
- PK(~, )  [g (u2)  - p (~, :  + Ay~)]  [I 
< Ilux - us  - (g (ux)  - g (us ) ) ] l  (3 .7 )  
+ IIp~(~,)[g(~) - p(~, + Ay~)] - p~<~)[g(u~) - p (~ + Ay~)]ll. 
Now by Assumption 3.1, we have 
[IRK(,,,) [g (U l )  - p(wl  + Y l ) ]  - PK(u2)[g (u2)  - -  p(w2 + Ay2)][[ 
<- [IRK(,,,)[90',) -- p(~' l  + Ay,)] - PK(u2) [g(ul)  - p(w,  + Ayl) ] [ I  
+ [[PK(,,~) [g('//' l) - -  p(Wl  - [ -  Ay, ) ]  - PK(u2)[g(U2) - -  p(W2 ÷ Ay:)][t (3.8)  
-< 7 I1~ - u : l l  + I la(u~)  - a (u~)  - p (~ l  + Ay l )  + p(u :  + Ay2)I I  
__< ")' {[Ul --  U2 H ÷ [lUl -- 'U,2 -- (g (U l )  -- g(U2))H + H'UI -- 'a2 -- /9(Wl -- W2)[[ ÷ p [[Ayl - Ay2[[. 
From (3.7) and (3.8), we have 
l i E (u1)  - F (uu) l l  < 7 [lUl - -  u2ll + 2 Ilu~ - us  - (g (u~)  - g(u2) ) l l  
(3 .9 )  
+ [ [U l  - u2  - p(Wl - -  ~e) l l  + p I IAyl - Ay2 I [  • 
Since T : H ---+ C(H)  is a strongly monotone M-Lipschitz continuous multivalued operator, 
I1~1 - u~ - p (~x  - ~2)11 ~ = I1~, - ~11 ~ - 2p(~1 - ~ ,  u~ - ~/+ p~ I1~1 - ~211 ~ 
Similarly 
_< I lul  - ~2ll s - 2 (w l  - w2,  Ul  - -  U2> ÷ p2 {M(T(ul),T(u2))}2 (3 .10)  
< (1 - 2po~ + p2,82) liu~ - u2112 • 
l lu l  - u2  - (g (u l )  - g (u2) ) l l  2 ~ (1 - 20- + ,~)  llu~ - ~ I I  ~ , (3 .11)  
> 0 is the strong monotonicity constant and ~ > 0 is the Lipschitz constant of g, where a 
respectively. 
Since A is Lipschitz continuous and V is M-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
IIAyl - Ay211 <_ uM (V(ul ) ,  Y(u2)) _< ~U IlUl - -  U211. (3.12) 
Combining (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), we have 
l l F (u l )  - F(u2)ll A {~, + 2, /1 - 2o- +,52 + , /1 - 2p~ + p2p2 + p~?} l l u , -  u~ll 
<_ {k + t(p) + prl~ } Ilu, - u~ll, (3.13) 
= ~ l lu ,  - u~l l ,  
where 
e = k + t(p) + pn~ 
k = ~ + 2v/1 - 2o- + 62 (3.14) 
t(p) = x/1 - 2p~ + p~Z 2 
We have to show that 0 < 1. It is clear that t(p) assumes its minimum value for fi = c~//~ 2 with 
t(fi) = X/1 - a2//~ 2. For p = p, k + pr/~ + tip ) < 1 implies that pr/~ < 1 - k. Thus it follows 
that 0 < 1 for all p satisfying the conditions (3.2)-(3.5), which is a nonempty set of values. Since 
0 < 1, the map F(u)  defined by (3.6) has a fixed point u, w, y E H satisfying the multivalued 
quasi-variational inequality (2.1). This completes the proof. 
REMARK 3.2. If K(u)  = re(u) + K and A = I, the identity operator, then Theorem 3.1 reduces 
to Theorem 3.2 of Zeng [48], which was proved under some artificial assumptions. Our result 
represents an improvement of the previously known results in this area. 
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4. ITERAT IVE  ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we invoke Lemma 3.1 to suggest an iterative algorithm for solving the mul- 
tivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) and its various special cases. From Lemma 3.1, we 
conclude that the generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) is equivalent to solv- 
ing the fixed point problem of the type 
which implies that 
g(u) = PK(,,) [g(u) -- p(w + Ay)] , 
u = u - g(u) + PK(~)[g(u) -- p(w + Ay)], 
from which it follows that 
u = (1 - A)u + A {u - g(u) + PK(~,) [g(u) - p(w + Ay)]}, (4.1) 
where 0 < A < 1 is a parameter and p > 0 is a constant. 
This formulation is used to suggest he following iterative algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 4.1. Assume that T, A, V : H ----} C(H), where C(H) is the family of nonempty 
compact subsets of H, A, g : H --* H are single valued operators and K(u) is a closed convex set 
in H. For given uo,wo, Yo E H, let wo E T(uo), Yo E V(uo), g(uo) E K(uo) and 
Ul = (1 - A)uo + A {Uo - g(uo) + PK(uo) [g(uo) - p(wo + Ay0)]} • 
Since wo E T(uo), Yo E V(uo), there exists Wl E T(Ul) and Yl E V(Ul) such that 
nwo - wilt <_ i (T(uo),T(Ul)) 
[[Y0 - ylU <_ M (V(uo), V(u l ) ) ,  
where M(., .) is the Hausdorff metric on C(H). Let 
u2 = (1 - A)ul + A {ul - g(ul) + PK(u,)[g(ul) -- p(wl + Ayl)]} • 
Continuing this way, we can obtain the sequences {un}, {wn} and {yn} such that 
w,~ e T(un) : Ilwn+l -wnl l  <_ M (T(un+l), T(un)) (4.2) 
Yn • V(un) : HYn+I - Yn]] <- M (Y(Un+l), Y(un)) (4.3) 
Un+l = (1 - A)un + A {un - g(un) + Pg(un)[g(un) -- p(Wn + Ayn)]}, (4.4) 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  
If T, A : H ---* C(H) are multivalued operators and g = I, the identity operator, then Algo- 
rithm 4.1 reduces to Algorithm 4.2. 
ALGORITHM 4.2. For given uo • K(uo), wo • K(uo), Yo • K(uo), such that wo • T(uo), 
Yo • V(uo), compute the sequences {un), {wn} and {Yn} from the iterative schemes 
w, • T(un) :  IlWn..}-I -?.On[[ ~ M (T(Un+l),T(un)) 
Yn • V(un) : Uyn+l - Ynll <- M (V(un+l), V(un)) 
Un+l = (1 - A)un + APK(u~) [un - p(wn + Ayn)], n = O, 1, 2, . . . .  
We note that if K(u) = ra(u) + K, where m is a point-to-point mapping and K is a closed convex 
set in H, then Algorithm 4.1 reduces to Algorithm 4.3. 
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ALGORITHM 4.3. For given uo, w0, Y0 • H, such that wo • T(uo), Yo • V(uo), g(uo) • K(uo) = 
m(uo) + K,  compute the sequences {Us}, {Ws} and {Yn} from the iterative schemes 
wn • T (un) :  Ilws+x -~- I I  ~ M(T(Us+l),T(un)) 
y .  • V(un) :  Ilys+x -y . I I  ~ M(V(Un+l) ,V(us) )  
un+l = (1 - A)un + A {us - g(un) + m(un) + Pg(u~) [g(un) - p(ws + Ayn) - re(us) l},  
for n = 0,1,2 . . . .  
If K(u) = re(u) + K and g - I, the identity operator, then Algorithm 4.1 becomes Algo- 
rithm 4.4. 
ALGORITHM 4.4. For given uo, wo, Yo • K(uo) = m(uo) + K, such that wo • T(uo), Yo • V(uo), 
compute the approximate solutions {us}, {ws} and {Yn} from the iterative schemes 
wn • T(un) : I[Ws+l- Wn[I ~_ M (T(Us+l),T(us)) 
Ys • V(u,~): IlYn+l -Yn[[ <- M (V(Us+l),V(us)) 
Un+l = (1 - A)un + A {m(us) + PK [us - p(ws + Ays) - re(us)l}, 
n = 0, 1,2, . . . .  
For appropriate and suitable choices of the operators T, A, g and the convex set K(u), one can 
obtain a number of known and new iterative algorithms for solving various classes of variational 
inequalities and complementarity problems. 
We now study those conditions under which the approximate solution computed from Algo- 
rithm 4.1 converges to the exact solution of the generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequal- 
ity (2.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the multivalued operator T : H ~ C(H) be strongly monotone with constant 
a > 0 and M-Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > O. Let the single valued operator g : H --* H 
be strongly monotone with constant a > 0 and Lipschitz continuous with constant 6 > O. Let 
the operator A : H --* H be Lipschitz continuous with constant ~? > 0 and V : H --* C(H) be 
M-Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > O. If Assumption 3.1 holds and relations (3.2)-(3.5) 
hold, then there exist u, w, y • H, such that w • T(u), y • V(u), g(u) • K(u) satisfying the 
multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1), and the sequences {un } , {ws}, and {Yn} generated 
by Algorithm 4.1 converge to u, w and y strongly in H, respectively. 
PROOF. From Algorithm 4.1, we have 
Ilun+l - unll = (1 - A)Ilun - Un-ll I -~- ) tHU s - -  Us - -1  - -  (g (un)  - -  g(Un--1)) 
+ PK(u,,) [g(Un) -- p(wn + Ays)] - PK(u,,_,)[g(un-1) -- p(w,~-i + Ay,~-I)] [I 
< ( i  - ~)I lun - u . - l l l  + ~ I I~ - ~s -~ (g(u~) - g (~- , ) ) l l  
+ A I[Pg(~)[g(us) - p(ws + Ay~)] - PK(~o_l)[g(~s-~) -- O(w~-i + Ay~-~)][t. 
(4.5) 
Now under the Assumption 3.1, we have 
HPK(u,,) [g(un) - p(Wn + Ayn)] - PK(,,,~_,) [g(un-1) -- p(wn-1 + Ayn-1)] H 
< tlPg(~.) [g(u.) - p(w~ + Ays)] - PK(,,~_,)[g(un) -- p(w~ + Ays)]l[ 
+ [[PK(~n_,)[g(u-) - p(Ws + Ays)] - PK(~n-,)[g(Un--1) - -  fl(Wn--1 -~ AY.-1)]I[ 
~__ ~ [lUn --  Un- - l l [  -{- I lg (un)  - -  g (Un- -1 )  - -  f l (Wn --  Wn- -1 )  - -  p(Ayn - Ays -1 ) l [  
< ~ Ilu. - u. -~l l  + Ilu. - u._~ - g(~. )  - g(u. -1) l l  
+ HUs -un  -p (wn -Ws-1)]l  +plIAys -AYn- I l I .  
(4.6) 
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Combining (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (4.5) and (4.6), we have 
I Ju~+l - u . l l  < (1 - ~) I lu .  - u . - l l l  + ~7 I lu.  - U . - l l l  + 2~ I lu.  - U . _ l  - (0 (~. )  - g (~. -~) ) l l  
+ ~ Ilu,, - u, ,  - p(~o,, - w , , - , ) l l  + ,xp Ily,, - y , , -~l l  
_< (1 ;~) IIun un-iII 
= {(1 - ;~) + e~,} IIun - ~,,-~II, by (3.14) 
= {1 - ~( i  - e ) ) I I~ ,~ - ~,~-~I I  • 
Thus 
IlU~+l - u,~ll _~ h Ilun - u,~- l l l ,  (4.7) 
where 
h= 1 -A(1 - /9).  
Now from (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we have 0 </9 < 1. It follows that h < 1. 
Hence from (4.7), we know that the sequence {un} is a Cauchy sequence in H so that there 
exists u e H with un+l ~ u. Also from (4.3), we have 
Ilyn+l - ynll < M (V(un+l), V(Un)) < ~ Ilu,~+l - unll, 
which implies that the sequence {Yn} is also a Cauchy sequence in H, so that there exists 
y E H such that Yn+l ~ Y. Now by using the continuity of the operators T, A, g, PK(~) mad 
Algorithm 4.1, we have 
u = (1 - A)u + A {u - g(u) + PK(~) [g(u) - p(w + Ay)]}, 
that is 
g(u) = PK(,) [g(u) -- p(w + Ay)] E g(u) .  
Now we shall prove that y E V(u). In fact, 
d(y, V(u)) <_ IlY-Y~II + d(yn, V(u)) < IlY-Y~II + M (V(un), V(u)) 
<- [lY - Yn[[ + ~? HUn - u[[ -~ 0 as n --* e~, 
where d(y, V(u)) = inf{[[y - z[[ : z E V(u)}; we have d(y, V(u)) = O. This implies that y E V(u), 
since V(u) E C(H). By Lemma 3.1 it follows that u, w, y E H such that w E T(u), y E A(u), 
g(u) E K(u) satisfies the multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1), and Un --~ u, wn --" w, 
Yn ~ Y strongly in H, the required result. I 
If K(u) = m(u) + K,  where m is a point-to-point Lipschitz continuous with constant # > 0 
and K is a closed convex set in H in Theorem 4.1, then we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let T ,V ,A  and g be the same as in Theorem 4.1. Assume that the point- 
to-point mapping m is Lipschitz continuous with constant # > 0 and the relations (3.2)-(3.4) 
with k = 2# + ~/1 - 2a + a 2 hold. Then the problem (2.1) has a solution u, w, y E H such that 
w e V(u), g(u) E K(u) and Un "* u, Wn --* w, Yn --* Y strongly in H, where the sequences {Un}, 
{wn} and {Yn} are generated by the Algorithm 4.3. 
5. WIENER-HOPF EQUATIONS TECHNIQUE 
In this section, we introduce a new class of the Wiener-Hopf equations, which are called the gen- 
eralized multivalued implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. Using essentially the projection technique, 
we establish the equivalence between generalized multivalued implicit Wiener-Hopf equations and 
generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1). This equivalence is used to suggest a
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number of new iterative methods for solving variational inequalities and related complementarity 
problems. These iterative methods are very convenient and are reasonably easy to use for the 
computation as compared with Algorithms 4.1-4.3. Pitonyak, Shi and Shillor [41] have presented 
some numerical examples of solutions to obstacle problems for the membrane and the elastic 
string using a special case of Algorithm 5.1. 
Related to the generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1), we consider the prob- 
lem of generalized multivalued implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. To be more precise, let Pg(u) 
be the projection of H onto the convex valued set K(u) and QK(~) =- I - PK(u), where I is the 
identity operator. 
Given T, V : H ~ C(H) multivalued operators and A : H ~ H, a single valued operator, we 
consider the problem of finding z, u, w, y • H such that w • T(u), y • V(u) and 
w + p-lQK(u)z = -Ay ,  (5.1) 
where p > 0 is a constant. The equations of the type (5.1) are called the generalized multivalued 
implicit Wiener-Hopf equations. Note that if K(u) =- K, then the problem (5.1) is equivalent to 
finding z, u, w, y • H such that w • T(u), y • V(u) and 
w + p- lQKz = -Ay ,  
which is known as the generalized multivalued Wiener-Hopf equations, introduced and studied 
by Noor [35] recently. For the general treatment, applications and techniques of the Wiener-Hopf 
equations, see [31,43,44,46] and the references therein. 
Using Lemma 2.1, and techniques of Shi [43,44] and Noor [31], we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. The generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) has a solution 
u, w, y • H such that w • T(u), y • V(u), g(u) • K(u) if and only if the generalized multivalued 
implicit Wiener-Hopf equations (5.1) have a solution z, u, w, y • H such that w • T( u), y • V ( u ), 
where 
g(u) = Pg(~)z, (5.2) 
and 
z = g(u) - p(w + Ay). (5.3) 
PROOF. Let u ,w,y E H, such that w • T(u), y • V(u), g(u) • K(u), be a solution of (2.1). 
Then by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have 
g(u) = PK(,,) [g(u) -- p(w + Ay)]. (5.4) 
Using the fact QK(u) - I - Pg(u) and the equations (5.4), we obtain 
QK(,~) [g(u) - p(w + Ay)] = g(u) - p(w + Ay) - Pk(~) [g(u) -- p(w + Ay)] = -p(w + Ay), 
from which and (5.3), it follows that 
w + p-lQK(u)z = -Ay .  
Conversely, let u, z ,w,y  E H, such that w E T(u), y E V(u), be a solution of (5.1); then 
p(w + Ay) = -QK(u)Z  ~- PK(u)Z  -- z .  (5.5) 
Now invoking Lemma 2.1 and (5.5), for all v E K(u), we have 
0 < (PK(~)z - z, v - Pg(~)z I = p(w + Ay, v - PK(~)z I. 
Thus (u, w, y), where u = g-lPg(u)z is a solution of (2.1), the required result. 
I0 M.A .  NOOR 
From Theorem 5.1, it is clear that generalized multivalued quasi-variational inequality (2.1) 
and generalized multivalued implicit Wiener-Hopf equations are equivalent. This equivalence 
can be used to suggest a number of iterative algorithms for solving the generalized multivalued 
quasi-variationai inequalities. 
FORMULATION I. The equations (5.1) can be written as 
QKO,)z = -p (w + Ay), 
from which it follows that 
z = PK(u)z -- p(w + Ay) 
= g(u) - p(w + Ay), using (5.2). 
(5.6) 
This fixed point formulation enables us to suggest the following iterative algorithm for solving 
the variational inequality (2.1). 
ALGORITHM 5.1. For given Zo,Uo,wo,Yo E H such that w0 E T(uo), Yo E V(uo), compute the 
sequences {zn}, {Un}, {Wn) and {Yn) by the iterative schemes 
u.  = un - g (u . )  + PKO,..)Z. 
Wn E T(un) : IlWn+l --Wnll <-- U(T(un+l ) ,T (un) )  
Yn E V(u,-,): [lY,',+x -Y,,II-< M(W(u, ,÷~) ,Y(u , ) ) ,  
zn+x = g(u,.,) - p (wn + Ay , ) ,  n = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.i0) 
FORMULATION II. The equations (5.1) may be written as 
QKO,)z = - (w + Ay) + (I - p - l )  QK(,,)z, 
which implies that 
z = pK(.)z - (~ + Ay) + (I - p- l )  QK(.)z, 
= g(u)  - (w + Ay)  + ( I  - p- l )  Qg(u)z ,  using (5.2). 
Using this fixed point formulation, we can suggest the following iterative schemes. 
ALGORITHM 5.2. For given zo, uo, wo, Yo E H such that w0 E T(uo), Y0 E V(uo), compute the 
approximate solutions {zn), {un}, {Wn} and {Yn} by the iterative schemes 
u.  = u,, - g (u,,) + PKo , . , ) z .  
Wn E T(un) : HWn+l -WnH <- M(T(un+I ) ,T (un) )  
Yn E V(un): HYn+I -YnH <- M(V(Un+l ) ,V(un) ) ,  
Zn+l = g(un) - (wn + Ayn) + (I  - p-l)  QKO,,,)z,~ ' n = 0,1,2,.. . .  
We now study the convergence analysis of the Algorithm 5.1 and this is the main motivation 
of our next result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the mttltNalued operator T : H --~ C( H) be strongly monotone with constant 
a > 0 and M-Lipschitz continuous with constant/5 > 0. Let the single valued operator g : H --* H 
be strongly monotone with constant a > 0 and M-Lipschitz continuous with constant a > 0. 
Assume that the operator A : H --* H is Lipschitz continuous with constant ~} > 0 and V : H --* 
C(H)  is M-Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > 0. If Assumption 3.1 holds and the relations 
(3.2)-(3.5) hold, then there exists z ,u ,w,y  E H, w E T(u), y E V(u) satisfy/ng the generaJ/zed 
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multivalued implicit Wiener-Hopf equations (5.1), and the sequences {zn}, {un}, {wn} and {y~} 
generated by Algorithm 5.1 converge to z, u, w and y strongly in H, respectively. 
PROOF. Prom Algorithm 5.1, we have 
I Iz~+~ - z~l l  = I Ig(un)  - g(u ._~)  - p (w,~ - w~_ , )  - p (Ay ,~ - Ay,~-~)II 
< llu,~ - un_ l  - (g (u . )  - g(~n-~))l l  ÷ I1~,~ - u,~_~ - p (wn - w,,-~)ll 
+ p I lAyn  - Ayn-~ l [ .  
(5.11) 
Combining (3.5), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (5.11), we have 
} I I~n+i -z~l l  < (k -7 )+p¢r l+v/1 -2o~p+~2p  I l un -~-~l l .  (5.12) 
Prom (3.5), (3.11), (5.7) and Assumption 3.1, we obtain 
+ IIPK(~,,~)z,~-I- PK(,~,~_~)z,~-aI[ 
< ~(k  - 7) I lu ,~ - Un-a l l  + 7 I lu .  - u ,~-xl l  + Ilzn - z , , -x l l ,  
z 
which implies that 
I lun - u . - , l l  < 
Thus from (5.12) and (5.13), we have 
1 
1 - (1/2) (k + 7) Ilzn - zn - l l l .  (5 .13)  
iiz,~+l _ z ,  ll < { (l/2) (k - 7) + P~rl + ¢ l  - 2p a + p2~2 } 
- g7 T( TT) iiz -z _ ll 
= 0 IIzn - z . - l l l ,  
(5.14) 
where 
0 = {(1/2) (k - 7) + pr/~ + V/1 - 2pa + p2~2} 
(1 - (1/2)(k + 7)) 
Using (3.2)-(3.4), we see that 0 < 1 and consequently, from (5.14), it follows that {zn} is a 
Cauchy sequence in H, that is, zn+l --* z E H as n --* ~ .  From (5.13), we know that {u~} is 
also a Cauchy sequence in H, that is, un+l ~ u E H as n ~ c~. From (3.12), it follows that 
{Yn} is also a Cauchy sequence in H, that is, Yn+l --* Y as n --* oc. 
Using the continuity of the operators T, A, g, V, PK(~,) and Algorithm 5.1, we have 
z = g(u) -- p (w + Ay) = Pg(u)z -- p (w + Ay) E H. 
From the technique of Theorem 4.1, one can easily show that y E V(u). Invoking Theorem 5.1, 
we see that z, u, w, y E H, such that w E T(u) and y E V(u) are the solutions of the general- 
ized multivalued implicit Wiener-Hopf equations (5.1) and consequently zn+l ~ z, un+l ~ u, 
u,~+l --* w and Yn+l --* Y strongly in H. This completes the proof. II 
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